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Biden and a bitter, broken America
Kiranjit gives us the details on the recent election of US President Joe Biden!

So, Biden won. Despite all the recounts, and all the
voter fraud allegations and a violent insurrection,
Biden won.
You may be sitting here, feeling safe in the
knowledge that the incoming presidency is not one
of constant stress and worry. After all, Americans
did party in the streets for days on end. I have said
this a lot over the past few weeks but I think it’s
important to know the amount of relief some people
would have felt, in particular, marginalised groups
would have been the most they have ever felt in 4
years. Of course there was the other side of things the “voter fraud” protests, the red MAGA hats, an insurrection and a not-so-well-tanned
president.
Even before the insurrection, it was clear to see that Donald Trump will go down as
one of, if not the worst president in history. The blood that was spilt can never be
brought back, and yet the former president was acquitted. He will never face
punishment for his crimes. He will still enjoy all the benefits that a former president
has, despite all of the despicable crimes he committed from the children in cages at the
border, to his response to the BLM protests (“When the looting starts the shooting
starts.” What on Earth?) and the coronavirus pandemic.
The chaos that has occurred during this pandemic is the reason that more than
500,000 Americans have died. From the start, Trump downplayed the virus, telling
Americans that it will disappear, through to having a non-existent Vaccine Distribution
Plan, (which was only revealed when the Biden Administration asked for the plans).
Time after time, he has let the American people down.
What can we do at Stretford to help? Well, we need to hold our leaders accountable.
This will then make sure that nothing like this can ever happen again. But most
importantly, we need to look after each other. If it’s washing our hands, or checking in
with each other, we are the strongest when we are united, which is only when we look
after each other.

By Kiranjit Kaur

Who are the Uighur Muslims and what’s
happening to them?
Trigger Warning: Sexual abuse.
The Chinese Uighur Muslims have been
in the news quite a lot recently but what’s
even going on? To answer that, we have to
learn who they are. The Uighur Muslims
are an ethnic group who mostly reside in
the province of Xinjiang, China, which
produces ⅕ of the world’s cotton, as well
as having an abundance of oil and gas.
Uighur Muslims have their own language
and make up half of the Xinjiang
population.
So what’s happening to them?
The Chinese Government has been placing Uighur Muslims into “reeducation camps”,
while there is evidence that Uighurs are being used as forced labour, while Uighur
women are being forcibly sterilised. There are reports of leaked older documents called
the China Cables that show that the camps were intended to be high security prisons with
harsh punishments and strict discipline. People who have escaped the camps report
being raped and sexually abused, as well as being subjected to mental, sexual, and
physical torture. A UN human rights committee found that up to 1 million people are in
“counter-extremism centres” in Xinjiang.
The Chinese Government has denied imprisoning Uighurs and says the crackdown is
necessary to stop terrorism, reporting that Uighur miliants are brutally fighting for an
independant state by bombs, sabotage and civic unrest. They have called the accusations
of forced labour as “completely fabricated” and claims of sterilisation as “baseless”.
The US has accused the Chinese Government of genocide and the former US Secertary
of State for the Trump Admininstration, Mike Pompeo, said: "I believe this genocide is
ongoing, and that we are witnessing the systematic attempt to destroy Uighurs by the
Chinese party-state.". The UK forgein secretary Dominic Raab also accused the Chinese
Government of “gross and egregious human rights abuses” and that “The UK would work
with it’s allies to take appropriate action.”

By Kiranjit Kaur

What is RiseUp?
Jaden tells us about a company called RiseUp, what it does in prisons, when and
why it started and about the company owners Stuart Coady and Ashleigh Nugent.

RiseUp started in October of 2015. The idea of this company, which is to help and
inspire prisoners, came from Ashleigh Nugent who came to Stuart Coady during the
time when he was living on the streets. Ashleigh said, “ Look… I have this idea for a
company that helps better prisoners. Do you want in?”. Nugent got the idea for this
company from working in prisons for 20 years, and also from being stabbed and put
in prison in Jamaica in 1996.
RiseUp has a program which is based around the ‘Hero's Journey,’ which was
created by Joseph Campbell and was also used to create Star Wars by George Lucas.
RiseUp goes into prisons and talks to prisoners about how they can better themselves,
so they don’t end up back where they started. They also use the ‘Mercedes Model’ which
talks about internal thinking (how we process something), internal feeling (how we feel
about something), and external behaviour (how we act with our emotions whether that
be anger, happiness, or sadness).
RiseUp was also inspired by Ashleigh Nugent’s own book, Locks, which is about
Ashleigh’s life and experiences in England and Jamaica. The book has a few slight
differences such as the main character’s name is Aoen and a few of the facts have
changed. It is about how Aoen is struggling with racist teachers, police and ‘friends’ and

is desperately looking for black role models. This story is set in 1993 the year that
Stephen Lawrence was murdered by racists. The book gives a bit of a description of
what’s to come in the story.
The company uses art as another form of getting their message across. This could be
rap, writing, photography, etc. The company gets different artists to come into the
prisons to talk, do activities and much more. The art side of the company is what
Nugent and Coady really strive for when it comes to delivering their message across to
anyone. The prisoners especially.
I asked Stuart about how his upbringing contributed to the build-up to him starting
Rise Up with Ashleigh. Stuart was born on 8th of January 1978. Stuart was brought up
in a heavily white populated area and the people who Stuart hung around with weren’t
pleasant people. He didn’t like school and didn’t have good friends either. Stuart
eventually went to college and joined a band with a few friends. Eventually one of
Stuart's friends suggested that Ashleigh joined their band. “ When my friend suggested
that Ash join, I was terrified of the thought since I knew Ash for being the kind of guy
who bashes people’s skulls in''. After that Stu met Ash then they became great friends.
During this time Stuart also had a girlfriend named Alex. “During my second year of
university, I had my daughter Gabriella and then in my third year I had my son Caleb”.
After university Stuart worked as a sports journalist before moving onto selling houses
but after a while, Stuart got tired of doing this job. “You’d probably think that why
would a guy like me, who has everything he needs, give up the perfect job? I just
wanted to do something that actually impacted people’s lives.”
After that Stuart ended up breaking up with Alex and then lost all his money and
became poor. “At this point, I felt like I was at rock bottom, but then Ash allowed me to
build a company with him that helps prisoners. And from then on life got better. I
actually feel really proud sometimes when me and Ashleigh help one person or
multiple people to change.”
Stuart’s life is true inspiration. It helps show that those of us that have a rocky start
in our lives can still achieve something as long as we have perseverance, confidence
and people who lift us up and support us, no matter what.

By Jaden Johnson-Davis

Race Across the World Q&A with
Alex Speck-Zolte!
Kiranjit tells us about a special interview the Year 9 Geography classes conducted...

During Geography lessons this year,
Year 9 has been learning about the
natural world through a scheme of
work based around the TV show “Race
Across The World”. The hit TV show, all
about teams making it from London to
Singapore without flying using the
budget of two tickets from London to
Singapore, which is £1,453. Our scheme
of work was based around the cities
we saw in the show, which taught us a
lot about landscapes, graphs, and the
Human Development Index (to name
but a few geography
knowledge/skills). Miss Garrick managed to get in touch with one half of the most
popular team in Series 1 - Alex Speck-Zolte, and scheduled an Q&A for Year 9 to ask
questions about the show and Alex’s experience.
One of the first things that comes across about Alex is his down-to-earth vibe. Some
people sometimes gain inflated egos from appearing on TV, however this was not the
case with Alex at all, and he was happy to answer any questions we had.
To start off with, he explained what happened after the filming, where he took jobs
as a bartender and at a call centre before finally working out what he wants to do creating a travel company to make a customer’s perfect holiday.
Then, the questions started. Alex gave us quite handy advice about how the trip
taught him patience, how you don’t need experience to go travelling and how mastering
live TV made him feel prepared for anything, and supporting Liverpool.
After the Q&A, we thanked him for his time and he left. Overall, it was really
informative and interesting, as we learnt a lot about the Race Across The World
experience. I personally found it really helpful as it inspired me to go travelling, and to
explore the world outside.

By Kiranjit Kaur

Harry and Megan: an
explosive interview!

Bombshell. The word used by hundreds of tabloids and newspapers across the globe
to describe the ground-breaking interview with the Duke and Duchess of Sussex. In
my opinion, that word is quite an understatement compared to the content of the
interview presented by celebrated American TV Host, Oprah Winfrey.
Meghan Markle, the Duchess of Sussex was interviewed first by Oprah,
unaccompanied by her Husband, Prince Harry. She talked about the recent
speculation of her second baby and later revealed it to be a girl when Harry joined
the interview.
Meghan took us back to when she first joined the Royal Family in May 2018 at the
time of their fairy-tale wedding, revealing they exchanged their vows three days
before the televised ceremony. She also talked about how she ‘naively’ entered the
family and was unaware of the situations she might encounter, stating she ‘hadn’t
done any research on the royal family’.
Megan elaborated on her relationship with Queen Elizabeth II and the Duchess of
Cambridge, Kate Middleton. Mentioning the first solo royal event she attended with
Her Majesty in June of 2018, Meghan noted how welcoming The Queen was. In
addition, she also opened up about her dispute with Kate and the allegations about
making Kate cry, when it was the other way around. She talked about how the media
“really want to have the narrative of a hero and a villain”. Meghan said how she

doesn’t want to be disparaging about Kate and that she is ‘a good person’ and only
wishes for the false stories to be corrected.
Another revelation spoken about in the interview was about the skin colour of their
first child, Archie. The couple were told by the Institution that he would not have any
security or title when he would be born. Furthermore, Harry said he felt hurt that his
family did not speak up about the ‘colonial undertones’ of the news headlines and
articles.
Both Meghan and Harry talked about their mental health during the time they were
living in the UK. Meghan explicitly stated how the articles written about her gave her
suicidal thoughts and on the night of the visit to the Royal Albert Hall, she said she
couldn’t stay at home because she felt she was unable to be left alone, scared of what
she might do. Harry also explained the current situation of his relationship with his
brother William and his father Prince Charles.
Oprah asked about the relationship between Harry and his father and was told
Charles ‘stopped taking my calls’ after the couple stepped down from their royal
duties, along with how Harry and William ‘are on different paths’. However he
mentioned that he and Meghan have maintained a good relationship with The Queen.
Something else Harry talked about is how he was ‘cut off financially’ by his family.
The Netflix and Spotify deals taken by himself and Meghan were never part of the
plan but Harry ‘had to afford security for us’. He also revealed how Tyler Perry offered
them a home and security when they first moved to California.
They finished the interview with Oprah asking Meghan if her and Harry had got
their ‘happy-ever-after ending.’ And she replied by saying that it was “greater than
any fairytale ever read.”

By Raja Rattan

Library reading competitions
The Library ran a few different reading competitions over lockdown and we received
some AMAZING entries! Our first competition that we ran was an EXTREME READING
competition, where students had to send in photos of themselves reading in unusual
places, with strange companions, or while multi-tasking. Check out some of the
amazing entries below:

Nicole

Fatima

Pareesa

Jojo

Kayla and
Macy

Laura
WINNING ENTRY!

We also ran a desert island reading competition - students and teachers had to pick
their three books they'd take with them to a desert island! Check out some of the
entries below:

Vishaal, Year 10
I would personally take The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King by JRR Tolkien,
it's one of my favourite film series ever, so having read the books and seen the films, I
can categorically say that The Return of the King is the best book and film. The intense
battles and desperate struggles against evil make this book a fantastic fantasy read that
will never get old. This next book is a favourite of mine, Children of Blood and Bone by
Tomi Adeyemi. Having only finished reading the sequel to this recently, I think that
Children of Vengeance and Virtues is the better of the two. An amazing world of magic,
love, war and friendship, the exciting world created by Adeyemi is beyond comparison
to anything else I have read, even my first choice. If I had to recommend any book, to
any person or friend out there it would be this epic fantasy title about Zelie, a Maji girl
who is left trying to restore the lost magic of her people from the royal family, and
aided by her brother Tzain and a royal defector and Princess Amari, they struggle to
stay ahead of Amari’s brother prince Iman and restore other Maji’s powers. My third
and final choice is difficult because I feel that fantasy can get a little boring from time
to time, so the thrilling story of a girl's race to kill Hitler and save Germany in Wolf by
Wolf by Ryan Graudin, is my final pick. This story, while hard to get your head around,
is full of tense action and hair raising moments. This assassin's mission is simple: to
kill Germany's world leader. The story is about a world where WW2 was won by the
Germans, and Hitler was the man left in power throwing Germany and the world into
turmoil, and having been sent on a mission, this assasin’s job is to kill Hitler at his
party by any means necessary. These would be my choices.

Orla, Year 8
I would take Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by JK Rowling because that one is my
favourite book, Cookie by Jacqueline Wilson because it's very good and amusing and
finally I would take a joke book to be amused.

Aryam, Year 7
The books I would bring with me to the desert island are Kensuke's Kingdom by
Michael Morpurgo because the boy (Michael) gets stuck on a desert island the night
before his twelfth birthday and the book is about his time on the island. The book is
also very dramatic so I would not get bored while on the island. The second book I
would bring is A London Eye Mystery by Siobhan Dowd as the book is full of
excitement and mystery and there are lots of cliffhangers. Lastly I would bring Cirque
du Freak by Darren Shan. This book is amazing, it's a horror book and it's full of
excitement and mystery. There are always plot twists and cliffhangers in this book.

Ms Eggleton
This is so hard! I think I'd take Rebecca by Daphne du Maurier, as the gothic elements
in this really get my imagination stirring and would keep me occupied. I'd take
childhood classic Pollyanna by Eleanor H. Porter to remind me to stay positive and
remind me of my mum. Ooooh for number three I think I'd take some sort of non
fiction survival guide for practical reasons!

Sana, Year 9
The book I would take is Smile by Raina Telgemeier. It explains in detail about how you
shouldn’t be embarrassed to show your teeth. Wear your smile proudly. We all look
different. It explains how when Raina was young, she lost her two front teeth. The
book Guts explains how Raina was once ill because she had a stomach-bug. Raina took
many days off. And she would always be worried to speak in front of people. However
she overcame this. And it shows that despite going through many phases, you can
always overcome them! The book Drama shows that Raina had a passion for
performing in front of people. She loved Drama a lot. And hoped to take part at this
theatre, where she helped paint the story and take part in different roles.This shows
that we should take part in stuff. We’re all beautiful! We should just go for stuff in life.

Seher, Year 7
If I was stranded on an island I would take books that keep me entertained and excite
me, if I didn't then there would be no point in taking anything! The first book that I
would take would be A Monster Calls by Patrick Ness. I would take this book because it
has a lot of suspense and thrill to it; I've read it many times and the things that happen
always come as a surprise. It's my favorite book as it never gets boring, no matter how
many times you read it, you always find something new. The second book I would take
would be The World's Worst Children by David Walliams. I would take this book
because it is very funny and entertaining, it has quite a relaxed and fun side making it
easy to read. It also has many varieties of stories in the book. The author uses imagery
to make me feel like that child is sitting next to me. This is one of the main reasons
why I chose this book. The final book I would take is Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets by J.K Rowling because it opens up a whole new world of exciting adventures
and mystery. Being stranded on an island is similar to lockdown; you can't go
anywhere and there's nothing to do. Harry Potter would be a great book for a situation
like this because it makes you feel as if you are experiencing everything the same way
the characters are, the author uses great language and imagery to make you feel as if
you're actually there!

Fatima, Year 8
1 book I would take would be a survival manual so that I know how to survive in these
conditions. Another book would be an interesting, breath-taking book to entertain me in
an abandoned place where there’s a chance that no one would find me, such as Dork
Diaries(1 of my favs). Lastly I would take a joke book to keep me amused and
distracted. An example of a joke book is A Daily Dose of Dad Jokes: 365 Truly Terrible
Wisecracks (You Have Been Warned).
Ms Robinson
How do you narrow it down to three books?! Well, I'm going for Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire by JK Rowling - the best of the series! Action-packed and can never get
bored of all of the trials and tribulations Harry goes through - would probably help me
feel a bit better about being stuck on a desert island. The second has to be The Amber
Spyglass by Philip Pullman - beautifully written, heartfelt and such a wonderful
storyline. One of my all-time favourites. Finally, I'm going to go for Guards! Guards! by
Terry Pratchett. He is so funny and his stories really lift my spirits. It would be like a
warm comfort blanket for when I get lonely on Isla del Robbo.
Mr Sztehlo
So many hard choices to make! I think if I was stuck on a desert island, I would make
sure that the books I took with me were very long so that I could pass more time and
get really deep into a story. The first book I would take would be the fourth book in
Stephen King’s epic fantasy series The Dark Tower, Wizard and Glass, which has a
beautiful Romeo and Juliet style romance set against a fantasy backdrop - but full of
cowboys and gunslingers, as well as wizards and demons! My second choice would
have to be a nonfiction book, for variety, you understand. I think I would pick Black and
British: A Forgotten History by David Olusoga, a fantastic tome that tells the history of
Black and British people in the UK, ranging from the Aurelian Moors who guarded
Hadrian’s Wall during the days of the Roman Empire all the way to the recent London
Riots in 2011. Finally, I would want to take a book that I haven’t read yet - if I’m going to
be stuck on an island with nothing to do I’d want something new to look forward to!
I’ve given it some thought, and I think the book I would take would be The Count of
Monte Cristo by Alexandre Dumas. I love epic revenge stories, and at 1300 pages, epic
is the word people use to describe this book! So I think those three would be the books
I’d take, two favourites and a third I haven’t read yet to look forward to.

Ms Nesfield
I think I'd take The Chimp Paradox by Professor Steve Peters as a reminder of how
much power the mind holds and keep me feeling strong within myself. I'd also take
L'Étranger (The Outsider or The Stranger in English!) by Albert Camus because I find its
philosophical commentary so endlessly fascinating! I would also take Professor Steven
Hawking's The Theory of Everything because I could read everything he writes over and
over again and always be further intrigued.

Alex, Year 10
I would take Aristotle and Dante discover the secrets of the universe by Benjamin Alire
Saenz because it's a heartwarming, thought-provoking book that I love, The Song of
Achilles by Madeline Miller as it's one of my all time favourite books and reading it can
make me zone out and forget my surroundings so if I read it on a desert island it'd
mean I'd forget about the bad situation and The Book Thief by Markus Zusak as it's one
of my favourite books and the imagery in it and the thorough description makes me
forget about any sour situation I'm in and I see myself in the shoes of the main
character Liesel.

Anadya, Year 9
Out of three books, I would take one book on survival in a desert, because that would
be quite essential for living. My other two choices may be considered as loopholes. I
am currently in the middle of reading a series by Rick Riordan, and so the second book
I would take is the book that contains the complete series of Percy Jackson and the
Olympians. It's a series that I can never get bored of. My third book would be the book
containing the sequel series, Heroes of Olympus, which again is really interesting for
me.

And the winning entry goes to - Nicole, in Year 11!

Nicole, Year 11
A desert island seems to be a very dry place where one could possibly perish, yet it
still manages to look like a great spot to hide from the world, where all your worries of
modern day life would disappear and the only thing that would be on your mind is
surviving and somehow finding a way back to the place you love but also seem to hate.
However, I know that if I were to find myself deserted on said island, I would sit in
thought and potentially forget that I may have to get back. Choosing 3 books will never
be enough because they would only last a week and I would kinda want to spend some
more time on the island. My first choice of book would have to be a Harry Potter book,
more specifically The Prisoner of Azkaban by JK Rowling. Hands down my all time
favorite Harry Potter book, where Harry meets a potential loving and caring father
figure, Sirius Black. Sirius is one of my favorite characters and I just really love the
vibe he gives off. The amount of plot twists that happened were so bizarre and I never
saw it coming. Also, no, Dumbledore does not and never will be considered a caring
father figure. He is one of the most powerful wizards in the world but decides it is ok
to put an 11 year old in the most dangerous of situations, where he could have easily
conquered by himself in like 2 mins, completely disregarding Harry's emotional well
being.Off to book two. My book 2 would be my sketchbook, in which the last few pages
consist of instructions on surviving in a desert island and how to get drinkable water
and so on... but mainly because I get to draw, as drawing gives me sense of identity,
enabling me to express myself through lines placed in a specific order to get an
amazing outcome. Finally, for book 3, I would definitely take Patron Saints of Nothing
by Randy Ribay. I cannot emphasize on how much I fell in love with this book. It isn't
in any genre that I typically read but the way it was written just took me to a different
world, and as much as it is fiction, it taught me things I never would have learned on
my own.

By Mr Sztehlo

Coronavirus, GCSEs and home learning
Daniel talks to some Year 10s to find out how
they are feeling about GCSEs and home learning!

Education
Secretary
Gavin Williamson

As we know coronavirus has had a massive impact on schools and especially
GCSEs. It has been a year since our first ever lockdown! We, together as a nation,
as a school and as a community have managed to pull together and stick together
through this global pandemic! GCSEs determine what the future holds for
individuals and can be a really stressful time for the year 11s. So, now that we have
all settled back into school and things are slowly but gradually getting better, what
happens now?
The GCSEs were cancelled for a second year and GCSEs will be calculated by the
school and awarded to the pupils.
The NI exams board CCEA will then review how schools award grades to
"ensure fairness and consistency". After doing some research, grades will be
predicted by teachers using strong evidence and portfolios. According to the BBC
CCEA is also going to send schools exam papers in each subject which pupils can
sit when they return to school but, Schools have not yet received those tests and
CCEA have said they are optional, but some school pupils have previously told MLAs
in Stormont's education committee they are "exams by the back door".
So, year 11s will be working hard and providing evidence to ensure they get the
grade they deserve however, it looks like year 10s are struggling to catch up and
push themselves for the year they have also lost while being absent from the
classroom.

After getting some opinions from year 10, here is how they feel:
“It's unfair, we have missed a year of education.”
“It feels as if we haven't had enough preparation.”
“Yes we have had live lessons but, it's different from being taught face to face.”
“Really, it feels like tourture how can they expect this of us?”
Summarising the rest of the opinions we can see the year 10s aren't feeling too
confident!
If we then look at how students found learning from home there is an improvement!
“School was closed unexpectedly a couple of times but how the school managed it and
dealt with it was amazing.”
“Learning from home was great, we still got the opportunity to learn even though it was
very different.”
Many students said learning from home was great and they managed to adapt to the
global coronavirus pandemic. Some people think that learning from home was difficult
and hard to motivate yourself.
So GCSES are still going ahead for year 10 as the department for education has said
on 15th february 2021 “The department will continue to monitor the impact of the
pandemic on all students, including those due to take exams in 2022, to ensure that
students in this cohort can achieve a fair grade.”

By Daniel Singh Landa

Is Boris the right leader for this country?
Jaden take a look at how the Prime Minister has responded to the coronavirus.

Over the last two years Boris has been our Prime Minister and he hasn’t been making the
correct decisions to lead this country. The fact that he made stupid decisions or actions in
the previous lockdown is evidence of this. When he was shaking everyone’s hand as if we
weren't in lockdown and ended up in the Hospital. Just recently in the last briefing when
Boris was being asked about what was going to happen with kids going back to school he
said “I want to take us out of this steadily because there won’t be another lockdown.”
Clearly Boris doesn’t understand the seriousness of the virus and that it’s impossible to
predict that we won’t go into another lockdown next year.
The last few weeks that children have been back in school have been okay. There have
been home test kits sent out to pupil’s homes. Although these days have been good, the
real question is whether COVID rates will rise again as they did when students went back
to school last September. So will the rates rise? It’s hard to tell because the weather is
improving so maybe the rates won’t be so bad. But will schools shut down again because
of union pressure? In January Boris Johnson and Gavin Williams (Secretary of State for
Education) were under pressure from unions, and schools closed after only one day of
being open.
Another thing that puts Boris’s leadership in question is the £ 22 billion funding of Test
and Trace. He refuses to admit that it’s a failure and still defends it. It’s a fact that it has
only worked 4/10 times. It's just money down the drain. He calls the problems with Test
and Trace “teething problems” which is an understatement. Boris announced in November
for his winter plan that an extra £7 billion would be spent on Test and Trace - has this
been more money down the drain?

By Jaden Johnson-Davis

The teacher's side of the pandemic
Jaden interviews a few of Stretford's favourite teachers to learn their
perspectives on the pandemic.

Most of us have been massively affected by the coronavirus pandemic, others not so
much. But what we sometimes don’t understand is how teachers struggle to provide
lessons for their students and how to help them if they’re doing something wrong or if
they don’t understand. Some teachers are able to get their lessons across easier whereas
physical or productive subjects like, Art and Science struggle to. I got the chance to
interview Ms Ramos, an art teacher, to understand how she has to prepare her lessons.
Jaden: How do you have to prepare your lessons?
Ms Ramos: I have to prepare my Power Point very visually for my students. I also have to
break down the questions very clearly as well. I have to do an example for a final piece of
whatever they’re drawing, sketching, painting, making etc. Sometimes I have to do step by
step instructions as pictures. For example one would be how to draw the outline and you
get the idea. I put the steps on Google Classroom. For those students who still don’t
understand me, we make step by step videos so they can understand it better.
Jaden: How difficult do you find it when you don’t know if your students are progressing
or not?
Ms Ramos: I find it very difficult because I don’t know if they’ve missed a step out, or
they’re not doing it right until the end of the lesson. It is difficult as I can’t help them to
reach a higher level of their understanding and skill or get past the level that they’re
already at.
Jaden: How do you personally feel about COVID 19?
Ms Ramos: I find it quite frustrating because COVID can make you feel restricted from
what you can and want to do. It also affects people physically and mentally because we
are used to interacting with life, the people around us, and family and friends. So I just
can’t wait for this nightmare to be over.

I also had the opportunity to interview Mr
Mundy and Mr Khandia. They gave their
viewpoints on how Science has been affected
by the pandemic too.
Jaden: Did you find it hard to find other ways
to teach when practicals couldn’t be done?
Mr Khandia: In the first lockdown yes, I did
struggle to find other ways to teach without
practicals because we didn’t know much about
the virus and we didn’t know how to find other
ways to show practicals, but in my opinion the
teacher should be able adapt their teaching
style for the students.”
Mr Mundy: “ I do find it hard because like you
mentioned with the example of electricity, it’s
hard to show what you're talking about
sometimes because a youtube video can be a
bit complicated, and the subject can become a
bit boring if you don’t do a practical.”

Mr Mundy and Mr Khandia

Jaden: Do you feel like it’s hard to know if people are understanding the work and not
falling behind?
Mr Khandia: “I’m not really worried about students not understanding the work because I
have my own way of teaching, it’s more not knowing if students are there paying attention
to the lesson. What’s the term you teenagers use these days AFK? Like if someones AFK or
not.
Mr Mundy: Yeah it is hard to know if people aren’t really understanding the work or not
but the real issue for me is that in the first lockdown you didn’t know if people were
really there or not. But now you can tell who’s actually not paying attention and those that
are having technical problems.
These interviews really helped me understand that as a student I know that it’s difficult
learning from home but the teachers have it harder than I thought. Please, next time when
you go into a lesson online or in school consider what your teacher is going through, just
putting a lesson together for your future.

By Jaden Johnson-Davis

Is the AstraZeneca vaccine safe?
Jaden interviews Mr Brayshaw about being vaccinated and looks at some
worrying reports about the safety of the vaccine.

Lately, there has been a lot of talk about the Oxford AstraZeneca vaccine. It was recently
discovered that the vaccine can lead to blood clots, which can be a danger to people’s
health and especially to those who’ve had blood clots before. Some countries have
suspended the use of AstraZeneca, though the UK have not suspended it yet and the WHO
have declared it safe despite a safety review. There have been five reported cases of a
rare brain blood clot after taking the vaccine, but no more yet.
I interviewed English teacher Mr Brayshaw about when he went to have his vaccine
and how he felt getting it. His comments were about the vaccine: “I had the vaccine before
all this commotion happened about the AstraZeneca vaccine. Originally, I went for my jab
and after I had it my arm ached slightly for a bit, but I never considered it a problem. The
next day I had this massive ache on my arm, and both ached terribly but the effects were
only for a day.
“I found it strange going to get my jab. It wasn’t just how people were distancing
themselves, but it was just there were tents and that people were in mini-groups leaving
and going in and out of the tent.”
Many people aren’t seeing that the ‘rare’ blood clots are a technical big deal, but they
should still sort out the issue so that people who haven’t got blood clots don’t get any and
those who have don’t get them again.

By Jaden Johnson-Davis

Mortal Kombat!
Raja gives us the lowdown on the new trailer for the Mortal Kombat film,
based on the classic video game franchise.

A lot of speculation has been raised due to the unexpected release of the new Mortal
Kombat trailer. The popular video games, adored by millions of fans worldwide, have
already gained a new level of excitement for the upcoming film ready to be released on
the 16th April, according to many different film sources.
The trailer reveals an adequate amount of information on the film, including that the
main antagonist is Sub-Zero, played by Joe Taslim, who is better known from 2011’s The
Raid. The trailer also reveals the protagonists to be Lewis Tan and Mehcad Brooks. Tan
portrays the character of Cole Young, an unknown character to the Mortal Kombat
universe. Whilst Brooks plays Jax, a well known and popular character in the Mortal
Kombat timeline.
The trailer also reveals many of the main characters from the game. Such as Goro, Kung
Lao, Liu Kang, Shang Tsung, Mileena and Sonya Blade. Not only that but many fans have
their theories about the new character, Cole Young. Some say Cole is a blood descendant
of Sub-Zero’s rival, Scorpion, whilst others say he may be a relative of Sub-Zero, which
is why Scorpion is shown to him in a vision. However, ScreenRant says that Cole appears
to be an integral part of the two main characters’ feud, which will most likely be a
narrative perspective regularly repeated throughout the film.

By Raja Rattan

Godzilla Vs. Kong!
Jaden tells us about the monster fight of the summer as the King of Apes faces
the Legendary Lizard!

The battle between Godzilla and Kong has been widely predicted across three movies
within the Godzilla and Kong universe. The movie is coming out 1st of April to rent in the
UK. The movie is highly anticipated, and will technically take place five years after Godzilla:
King of the Monsters, and will tell the story of humanity capturing Kong to fight a rogue
Godzilla.
At IGN Fan Fest 2021 Director Adam Wingard discussed the thrilling showdown between
the King of Monsters and the Eighth Wonder of the World. He stated that “They're beating
each other up and one wins, and… you know, that's it”. Even though he didn’t give more
information about the movie his other comments made it seem like there will be a definite
winner in this battle. Another thing that he said was that “you can look at the film as two
separate stories that intersect eventually. Each human story is following the monster story
as well." This makes you see the story from two expectives and not just one.
This film will be split into the expected teams. For Team Kong: Alexander Skarsgard,
Rebecca Hall and Kaylee Hottle and then you have Team Godzilla: Bobby Brown, Julian
Dennison and Brian Tyree Henry. Team Kong sees Kong as humanity’s last chance against
the rampaging Godzilla and Team Godzilla are trying to figure out Godzilla’s vicious turn.
"We always saw the movie as being separated between Team Godzilla and Team Kong,
and that was exciting for me doing this movie," Wingard commented. The cast offered
their opinions on who would win the monster mash, though Hall said, "I'm not picking
sides." Wingard himself has been very clear that Godzilla vs Kong will have a definitive
winner and that he's known who would win since second grade.

By Raja Rattan

Lockdown artwork

Nicole shares with us some of her artwork that she's done over lockdown and
how it has helped her through this tough time.

I've used art as a major form of escape during lockdown, taking my mind off of whatever
is going on and transporting it to a world of creativity, colour and concentration, for a
couple of hours at a time. I must admit, lockdown took a hit on me so I was quick to find
something that gave me an escape and personally, digital art pulled through :) I found
myself a passion and I'm really proud of what I've done. Everything that I have drawn so
far, represents an important part of the person I am.

By Nicole Nassif

Hope is Waiting
Anabia shares with us an inspirational poem she wrote during lockdown.

I paused and looked up the sky
My eyes saw the beautiful birds fly
In this morning sunshine
It was like the fourth of July
(Hope Hope Hope)
For me it’s just a normal day
Before I pass away
The hope will be with me if I pray
Or I will see the black way
(Hope Hope Hope)
The water is pure
Which is filled with gold
I want to find the exact code
Otherwise it will get sold
(Hope Hope Hope)
When I see the flower flow
I think one day I will glow
Like the stars I saw ages ago
I don’t want my life to slow
(Hope Hope Hope)
By Anabia Ahmed
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THANKS FOR READING!
We'll be back soon with more award-winning news!

